
Request a demo today at
  learnmore@healthtrio.com

Enrollment, Billing & More
For insurance carriers and
state marketplaces
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HealthTrio is a proven provider of software solutions serving health plans across the country, 
helping millions of people enroll and pay for health coverage.

Our platform offers solutions for individual, group, Medicare and ancillary coverage. This 
modern, retail-like experience is ready to deploy as a single market storefront or as your 
private exchange.

Accelerate Your Revenues While Decreasing Costs of Service and Reducing 
Claims Payments

With increased enrollment, streamlined billing and accurate eligibility
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Everything You Need to Empower Your

Health Insurance Exchange
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A full quote-to-pay suite of services with the ability to strategically deploy 
modules as point solutions

Unlock trapped revenue, eliminate unnecessary claims payments, and have confidence in 
your membership eligibility data. HealthTrio Eligibility is the first solution to provide a true 
single-window view into all your members and protect your systems from bad eligibility 
data. Incoming transaction files are quickly validated, archived, and transformed.

Eligibility

Increase revenues with direct consumer and broker enrollments while lowering costs with 
member self service tools. We allow consumers to make choices their way, discovering 
the best product with exceptional plan comparison tools and multiple methodologies of 
decision support.

Enrollment

Capture additional premiums by making it easier to pay the correct bill the first time while 
lowering support costs and improving your customer experience.

Billing

Reduce the costs of administering commissions while incentivizing broker sales. Give 
your team the tools they need to confidently generate accurate and readily available 
statements.

Commissions

 

 

 

Unify your user logins. We can manage your entire single sign-on (SSO) environment with 
Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML).

Identity Provider Services 

Consulting

Business intelligence
834 transactions

CMS integrations
Health plan startup

Technical resource outsourcing
Project management
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Unique portals empower your customers, brokers and internal team with 
tailored experiences

Consumer Broker Employer Carrier

Guided shopping
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member updates
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Payment
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Commissions

Group 
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Billing

Commissions

Our secure, compliant platform provides  peace of mind and a predictable 
annual spend.

SaaS (Software as
a Service) model
provides all of the
infrastructure

Secures your data in 
a fully HIPAA & PCI 
3.2 compliant
environment

Regular scans 
ensure the highest 
level of security

Highly scalable
solution that grows
with your needs


